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HOWARD ALLEN LEVINE

Abstract. Let, for / e [0, T) (T< oo), D(t) be a dense linear subspace of a Hubert

space H, and let M(t) and N(t) be linear operators (possibly unbounded) mapping

D(t) into H. Let/: [0, T)xH^ H. We give sufficient conditions on M, N and/in

order to insure uniqueness and stability of solutions to

(1) M(i)du¡dt = N(t)u+f(t,u),       «(0) given.

This problem is not in general well posed in the sense of Hadamard. We cite some

examples of (1) from the literature. We also give some examples of the problem

(2) M(t) ~ = N(t)u+f(t, u, ^,       u(0), ̂  (0) prescribed,

for which questions of uniqueness and stability were discussed in a previous paper.

I. Introduction. In an earlier paper [10], the author presented a number of

theorems concerning the questions of uniqueness and stability of the null solution

to the Cauchy problem for abstract differential inequalities of the form

(i) [l«O$-M0»| **(*«*$)

or

<2> llaM-HM'-ï)
where

(3)

ß2[t, w, ̂  = k,\(w, M(t)w)\ +k2 £ \(w, M(t)w)\ ds

H($-Ohj:i(£-M$)ds.
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Here (, ) is the inner product on some Hilbert space H (real or complex) and ||

is the corresponding norm. The kt are given nonnegative constants. The linear

operators M(t) and N(t) are assumed to be defined (for í e [0, 7")) on some dense

domain D^H. The functions w, dwjdt and d2w\dt2 are D valued functions defined

on [0, T) with T<co. The vectors w(0) and (dw/dt)(0) constitute the Cauchy data

for (1) or (2) subject to (3). In the present paper we consider inequalities of the

form

(4) || Mit) dw/dt - N(t)w\ ^ a(t, w)       (t e [0, T))

where

(5) «2(f, w) = k,\(w, M(t)w)\+k2 f \(w, M(s)w)\ ds.

The vector h(0) then constitutes the Cauchy datum for the initial value problem for

(4) subject to (5). We shall discuss the questions of uniqueness and stability of the

null solution to the Cauchy problem for (4) and (5), cite some examples of these

results and of those of [10] from the literature and compare our results with those

of Agmon [1] and Agmon and Nirenberg [2].

The significant feature of the uniqueness and stability theorems concerning (1),

(2) and (4) is that they are obtained independently of the type of the inequality.

That is to say, the convexity method ignores the type of the inequality (if any). As

long as certain other rather mild conditions on the operators are met it can be

successfully applied to these inequalities.

Throughout this paper we shall use the symbols wt and dwjdt (resp. wlt and

d2w/dt2) interchangeably for the strong derivative of a vector valued function.

Recall that if B is a symmetric linear operator defined on DBçH such that

(x, Bx)^0 for all x e DB then for all x, y e DB we have |Re (x, By)\2^ \(x, By)\2

Six, Bx)(y, By). If B(■) is a family of symmetric linear operators defined on

[0, T) then we can define a new family of linear operators B'() on [0, T) whenever

B'(t)x = limh_0 h~1[B(t + h)x — B(t)x] exists in the strong sense for each te [0, 7")

and x e DB. If, moreover, B()u() and B()v() are strongly continuous for u and

v in C\[0, T); DB) then we have

(6) (d/dt)(u(t), B(t)v(t)) = (ut, B(t)v) + (u, B(t)vt) + (u, B'(t)v).

Equation (6) follows from the polarization identity for (x, By) and the special

case for which u = v which was proved in [1], after a somewhat tedious but routine

calculation. It can also be proved directly by forming the difference quotient as in

[1].
If, as f varies, DB(t), as well as B(t), varies, then we cannot define

B'(t)x = lim h-l[B(t + h)x-B(t)x]

because x may fail to be in DB(t + h) n DB(t) for all sufficiently small h. To get
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around this difficulty we follow the approach used in [1] and [2]. We define for

u, v, ut and vt (assumed DB(t) valued)

QB(u,v)(t) = (d¡dt)(u,B(t)v)-(ut,B(t)v)-(u,B(t)vt).

(If DB(t) is independent of t, QB(u, v) = (u, B'(t)v).) We agree at the outset, in the

case of nonconstant DB, to replace estimates on the bilinear form (x, B'y) by

analogous estimates on QB(u, v). Thus, in Theorem 1, hypothesis A-2 would read

QM(u, u)^k\(u, M(t)u)\ for all u: [0, T)-> H such that u(t) e DB(t) and for some

ÂrèO, instead of (x, M'(t)x)-¿k\(x, M(t)x)\ for all x e DB and t e [0, 7). All of our

results remain true in this more general setting. In the proofs, we simply write

QB(u, v) instead of (u, B'v) and use the analogous estimates.

This seemingly technical point becomes important when we consider initial

boundary value problems for which conormal derivatives are given on parts of the

"walls" of the space-time cylinder. Without explicitly mentioning the fact, we

shall formulate our examples in §IV in this somewhat more general form.

II. Uniqueness. Instead of stating our results for the inequality (4) and the null

solution, we shall state them for the equation

(7) M(t) du/dt = N(t)u+f(t, u),

where /: [0, T) x D -*■ H is continuous in both arguments jointly and satisfies, for

u(),v(-)eC\[0,T);D)

(8) \\f(t,u)-f(t,v)\\úa(t,u-v),

where a is given by (5). The loss in generality is only an apparent one.

Theorem 1 (Uniqueness). Let, for each t e [0, T), M(t) be a symmetric linear

operator. Under each of the following five sets of conditions on M(-), N(-) and

f(t, u), there is at most one solution to the initial value problem for (7) subject to (8):

A. For all xe D and t e [0, T),

1./-0.
2. 3k^0a(x, M'(t)x)úk\(x, M(t)x)\.

3. N(t) is symmetric and (x, N(t)x) > 0 for x ^ 0.

4. 3K£03 V x,y e D, \(x, N'(t)y)\2^k'(x, N(t)x)(y, N(t)y).

B. For allxe D and t e [0, T),

1. /=0.
2. (x, M(t)x)>0 for x^0.

3. 3 k^Oa \(x, M'(t)x)\Sk(x, M(t)x).

4. N(t) is symmetric and

5. 3 k'^03 (x, N'(t)x)^ -k'[\(x, N(t)x)\ +(x, M(t)x)].

C. For allxe D and t e [0, 7),

1. f satisfies (8) with a given by (5) for some ku k2^0.

2. 3 A > 0 a (x, M(t)x) ^ A(jc, x).

3. 3 a constant k^03 \(x, M'(t)x)\ úk(x, M(t)x).
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4. N(t) is symmetric and

5. 3k'^0 3(x,N'(t)x)^ -k'[\(x,N(t)x)\+(x, M(t)x)].

D. For allxe D and t e [0, T),

1. f satisfies (8) as in C-l.

2. 3 A > 0 3 (x, M(t)x) ^ X(x, x).

3. 3k^0 3\(x,M'(t)x)\^k(x,M(t)x).

4. M _1(f) is densely defined.

5. N(t) = N1(t) + N2(t) + N3(t)  with Nx(t) symmetric and Nt(t) skew sym-

metric (Re (x, Ntx) = 0)for i=2, 3.

6. There is a constant k'^0 such that

max {\\N3x\\2, -Re (M'^N^, N±x), -(x, N'lX)} ^ k'[\(x, NlX)\ +(x, Mx)].

E. For allxe D and t e [0, T),

1. f satisfies (8) as in C-l.

2. M=/ (identity).

3. N(t) = N1(t) + N2(t) + N3(t) as in D-5.

4. 3 a constant k^O such that

max{|A/3.v||2, - Re (N2x, NlX), -(x,N^x)} =£ ̂ ¡(¡N^W + \\x\\).

Before proving this theorem, some comments should be made. The technique

used is that of logarithmic convexity. (See e.g. [1], [2], [6], [10], [11], [12].) If

w(t) is the difference of two solutions to (7) with w(0) = 0, we try to construct a

nonnegative real-valued functional F(t, w(t)) of w(t) such that

(i) F(t, w(t)) = 0 => w(t) = 0 V f € [0, T).

(ii) On every compact subset Kz [0, 7"), there exist constants kx(K), k2(K) such

that FF"-(F')2^ -kxFF'-k2F2 (' = d/dt).

(iii) 3 t e [0, T) 3 F(t, w(t)) =0.

As is shown in [1], [2], [7] and [10] among other places, (ii) and (iii) imply .F=0

and the uniqueness of the solutions then follows from (i).

In part A we must actually restrict our attention to uniqueness in the class of C2

functions as can be seen in the proof below. Note that as we proceed from A to E

we require successively more and more of M(■) while we demand correspondingly

less and less of N(■) and/

Part E of this theorem is not much different from Theorem 1 (ii) of [2] and has

in fact much the same hypotheses. We include it here because the technique used

in its proof is somewhat different from that used in [2].

We shall prove parts A and D in some detail, leave part B to the reader and only

sketch the proof of part E. Part C will follow as a corollary of Theorem 2 in the

next section. Throughout the proofs k, k', k", ku k2, k3 will denote nonnegative

generic constants which may depend upon T but which are computable.

In order to establish part A, let u and v be solutions to Mut = Nu with u(0) = v(0)
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and let w(t) = u(t) — v(t). Then, Mwt = Nw and w(0) = 0. Define

(9) F(t) = f (w, Nw) ds.

We see that F(t) satisfies (i) and (iii) thanks to A-3. Since w(0) = 0, we have that

(10) F'(t) = (w, Nw) = 2 ( Re (ws, Nw) ds+ f (w, N'w) ds,
Jo Jo

and that

(11) F"(t) = 2 | [(ws, Nws) + Re (w, Nwss) + Re (w, N'ws)] ds + (w, N'w).

Therefore

FF"-(F')2 = 4S2 + 2F £ [Re (w, Nwss)-(ws, Nws)] ds

(12) +F¡2 f Re (w, N'ws) ds + (w, N'w)\

-{([ (w, N'w) ds\2 + 4 Í (w, N'w) ds f Re (w, Nws) ds\

where

S2 s  f (w, Nw) ds f (ws, Nws) ds-(Ç Re (w, NwJ-dsY ̂  0

by Schwarz's inequality. We note also that

f Re (w, N'ws) ds   ^  f \(w, N'ws)\ ds
I Jo Jo

^ k\C (w, Nw) ds £ (ws, Nws) ds]'

^ rls^f/"- f (w, JV'w) i/5)T'2

^ kiS+kzF+ksF'

as  we  see  from  Schwarz's  inequality,  A-4,   |Rez|^|z|   for  z complex  and

(a2 + b2)112^ \a\ + \b\. Thus, after a short calculation we are led to the estimate

(13) FF"-(F')2 ^ 4S2-k1F2-k2FS-k3FF' + 2F f [Re (w, Nwss)-(ws, Nws)] ds.

Now (d/ds)(ws, Mws) = (d/ds)(ws, Nw) or

2 Re (wss, Mws) + (ws, M'ws) = (ws, Nws) + (wss, Nw) + (ws, N'w)

= (ws, Nws) + (wss, MH-s)-r-(ws, N'w).

Thus, taking real parts,

Re (wss> Mws)-(ws, Nws) = Re (ws, N'w)-(ws, M'w5).
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The integral on the right of (13) can be rewritten as

[Re (wss, Mws) - (ws, Nws)] ds

or, from the above equation, as

f Re (ws, N'w) ds-¡ (ws, M'ws) ds.
Jo Jo

From the estimate following the definition of S2, we can bound the first of these

integrals in terms of k^+k^+k^' for some computable kt. Using condition

A-2, we obtain, for the second of these,

- f (ws, M'ws) ds ^ -k f \(ws, Mws)\ ds
Jo Jo

^ -k £ |K, Nw)\ ds

â; -*(P (w,Nw)ds f (ws,Nws)ds\112

^ -ktS-^F-ksF'.

Thus we have FF"-(F')2^4S2-k1FS-k2F2-k3FF' for computable k,. By a

completion of squares we see that there are constants au a2 such that

(14) FF"-(F')2 ^ -axFF'-a2F2.

Therefore F(t) satisfies (ii) as well and thus F=0. Hence w = 0 and the proof of

part A is complete.

The result fails if A-2 is not fulfilled as is shown by the example tut= —uxx in

[0, tt] x [0, T). The solution u(x, t) = t sin x is a nontrivial solution vanishing on

the bottom and sides of the cylinder.

In order to establish part D we must work harder. Let w have the same signifi-

cance as in the preceding proof. Define/*=/(f, u)—f(t, v). We have

3

(15) Mwt = Nw+f* = 2 Niw+f*,        w(0) = 0,
i = i

while/* satisfies

(16) \\f*\\ïa(t,w).

Define

(17) F(t) =  f (w, Mw) ds.

Let

w* a wl-M~1N2w,

w* = w*—^M~1N3w = wt — M~1N2w—%M~1N3w.
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Since w(0) = 0,

F'(t) = (w, Mw) = 2 I   Re (w, Mws) ds+     (w, M'w) ds

= 2     Re (w, Mw*) ds+     (w, M'w) ds.
Jo Jo

Here we have used D-5 and the extension of M_1(t) to all of H. We can also write,

from (15),

(19) F'(t) = 2 ( (w, N,w) ds+{ [2 Re (/*, w) + (w, M'w)] ds.
Jo Jo

Therefore F" exists and

F"(t) = 4 f Re (ws, Nxw) ds + 2 f (w, N[w) ds + 2 Re (w,f*) + (w, M'w).
Jo Jo

Also, it is clear that

4 f Re (ws, Nxw)ds = 4 f Re (w*, Mws-N2w-N3w-f*) ds
Jo Jo

+ 4 f Re(M~1N2w,N1w)ds

= 4 Í Re(w*,Mw*-N3w)ds-4 f Re (w*,f*) ds
Jo Jo

+ 4 f Re(M~1N2w,N1w)ds.

We have, from the symmetry of M and M"1,

(w*, Mw*) = (w*-±M-lNzw, Mw*-±N3w)

= Re (w*, Mw*-N3w) + i(M~1N3w, N3w).

Thus

F"(t) = 4 Í (w*, Mw*) ds- f (M-^aW, N3w) ds + 2 Í (w, N[w) ds
Jo Jo Jo

(20) +4 f Re[(M~1N2w,N1w)-(w*,f*)]ds
Jo

+ 2Re (f*,w) + (w, M'w).

Now define

S2 =  Í (w,Mw)ds f (w*,Mw*)ds-{[ Re(w,Mwjf)dsY-
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We see that

FF"-(F')2 = 4S2 + 2F f [(w, N[w) + 2 Re (Nxw, M-1Niw)-\ÍM-1Nítw, N3w)] ds

(21) -4F f Re (w*,f*) ds + 2F[Re (f*, w) + ±(w, M'w)]

¡4 f Re(w, Mw*)ds f (w, M'w) ds+ ( f (w, M'w) ds\

We must now show that each term on the right of (21) following 4S2 can be estimated

from below by a function of the form —k^FS — k^ — k^F' for some computable

ki. We first obtain an estimate for j0 \(w, Niw)\ ds. We see from (15) and the skew

symmetry of N2 and 7V3 that

£ \(w, NlW)\ ds ^ £ \(w, Mws)\ <ft + £ \(w,f*)\ ds

(22) í  f \iw, Mwm)\ ds+ f |(*>,/*)| ds
Jo Jo

^ (£ (w, Mw) ds £ (w*, Mw*) ^)12 + £ l(w,/*)| ds.

From (18), the definition of S2, D-5 and the nonnegativity of F' we see that

( f (w, Mw) ds f (w*, AfwJ <fe)      ¿ |s2+ ( f Re (w, Mw*) ds\ 1

(23) ^ S+\\f'- f (w, M'w) oil
■¿I Jo

^ ^S+kzF+kaF'.

We also have, from (16) and D-2 that

|(w,/*)| Ú k(w, Mwy>2\\f*\\

(24) Ú kx(w, Mw) + k2(w, Mw)ll2( f (w, Mw) <fej

^ k.F' + ̂ F,

since |aè| áfl2 + Z>2. Since Fis monotone increasing,

(25) £ |(w,/*)| ds S kF.

(Here k depends upon T.) Thus, combining (22), (23) and (25), we obtain

(26) f |(w, 7Viw)| ds í k^+^F+ksF'.

From D-2, we see that the family M~1(-) is uniformly bounded and since

KM-WgX.AV)! ^ IM-Waxl \\N3x\\ í k\\N3x\\2
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we see from D-6 and (26) that there are constants kt such that

(     ff
—     (w, N[w) ds

(27) maxJ - f Re (N^v, M~1N2w) ds>^ kxS + k2F+k3F'.
Jo

f (M~xN3w,N3w)ds

Now from D-3 and (24) we have that

(28) max(|Re(/*, w)\, \(w, M'w)\) £ kxS + k2F+k3F'.

Moreover,

If Re(w*,f*)ds\ S  Ç \\w*\\ \\f*\\ds
I Jo I       Jo

á  f \wm+tM-lN,w[ \\f*\\ds
Jo

(29) $ k, f (w*, Mw*y2\\f*\\ ds + k2 f HM-^HI ll/*ll ds
Jo Jo

è £i(JV*> MwJ ds Jjl/*IIa dî)1"

+*a([ t^r*£ um2 *)1/2-

Now from the monotonicity of F, J^ \\f*\\2 ds^k^. Thus, since \ab\ ^a2 + b2 we

obtain

= ^ll     (w*> ¥**) ds     (w, Mw) ds)

+ k2Ç \\N3w\\2ds + k3F

S kiS+kzF+ksF'.

Here we made use of D-6 and (26). Also it is easy to see that

4     Re (w, Mw*) ds \   (w,M'w)ds+[\   (w, M'w) ds)
(31) Jo Jo \Jo /

á k^ + kzFS + ksFF'.

Thus FF"-(F')2^4S2-k1FS-k2FF'-k3F2 and a completion of squares yields

FF"-(F')2^ -kxFF'-k2F2. Since F(0) = 0, F=0 in [0, 7) and H>s0.

In order to prove part E we need only note that if M = I then we have

If Re(w*,.
I Jo

f*)ds

(30)

1/2

(32)

FF"-(F')2 = 4S2 + 2F f [(w, N[w) + 2 Re (Nrw, N2w)-i\\N3w\\2] ds
Jo

-4F J><w*,f*)ds + 2FRe(f*,w).
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We need only show that we can bound the integral

/:
w|| ||ATiw|| ds

above by a function of the form kyS+k2F+k3F'. Now we have for any real a, b

and a>0, \ab\ -íaa2\2-\-b2/2a and thus

f M \Nxw\ ds S  f ||w|| \\Ws-N2w-N3w-f*\\ ds
Jo Jo

^  f HI Ik*Il ds+ f ||w|| UN3w+f*\\ ds
Jo Jo

ú (JjlwP^Jjlw*!2*)1'2

+i£lM||7V3w|ife+£|M||/*idS

$ {s2 + \(F')2y2 + l[ ||A/3w||2fl'J+(¿ + ^) £ \\w\\2ds

^ S + ^F' + k1(a)F+~ £ ||w|| \\NlW\\ ds.

Here we have used Schwarz's inequality and the estimate (16) together with the

monotonicity of F on ||, ¡|w|| ||/*|| ds. We choose a so small that 1— ak/4>0,

transpose the last integral on the right and divide by 1 —ak/4 to obtain

(33)

£ M Wiw\\ ds g k^ + k^+kgF'.

Now we may proceed exactly as before.

We cannot replace the term \(x, N-íx)\ on the right of D-6 by ||x|| |]TYix||. The

difficulty arises in trying to estimate

f H ¡NlW\\ ds S  f M \\Mw*\\ ds+ f ||w|| |^3w+/*ll ds.
Jo Jo Jo

We cannot always be sure that there exists a constant k such that

f  ||w|| \\Mw*\\ ds ^ k{[ (w, Mw) ds [ (w*, Mw*) ds\

or that

(y, y)(Mx, Mx) Ú k(x, Mx)(y, My).

As an example of when this latter fails, let H=l2 with orthonormal basis vectors

eu e2,.... Define Mei = iei, i=\,2,.... The domain of M is dense, the range of

M is dense, (x,Mx)^(x,x) for all x e DM. Define xn = 2?=i7~3,2e;- Then

(xn, Mxn) = 2?^J~2, (Mxn, A/xn) = 2i=i7_1 and (xn, x0 = 2?=i7~3- We see that
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there does not exist k such that for all «,

Thus we may not always be able to bound J0 ||w[[ ¡A/tv*! ds in terms of

kiS + kzF+kzF' for some computable k¡.

Theorem 1 holds for 7=oo with the k's in the hypotheses replaced by locally

bounded functions of t. We simply repeat the above arguments on compact

subsets of [0, oo). Moreover, we remark that under the change of variable t -> — t

we may reduce the backward problem for (7) to the forward problem for

Mut= -N(-t)u-f(-t,u).

Then the various hypotheses for —N, —Nx, —N2 and — N3 can be deduced

directly from those for N, Nu N2 and N3. (The exception being Theorem 1, part A,

where we must write the equation as — M( — t)wt — N( — t)w. Then the hypotheses

for —M( — t) can be deduced directly from those for M(t).)

III. Stability. In this section we take up the question of the stability of

solutions to (1). By stability, we mean here stability in the sense of F. John [5]

whose definitions we repeat for the convenience of the reader in a somewhat

abbreviated form. Let $ and R be sets. Let S^ R. Let NF and Nu be normed linear

spaces of functions on <t> and R respectively with norms || ||* and || ¡|s. Let fand

U be given subsets of NF and Nv respectively and let O : F -> U be given. F is called

the space of "admissible data" and U a space of "admissible solutions." Neither

may be linear spaces nor need Q be linear. The question of uniqueness of solutions

in the class U corresponds to the question of whether or not Q is well defined, i.e.

to the question of whether or not Q is a function. In general D may not be con-

tinuous (i.e. the solutions may not be stable in the sense of Hadamard). However,

the following situation often obtains : Let Ns denote the elements of Na restricted

to 5 and suppose that on Ns we may define a new norm || ||s. For any M>0 we

define

UM = {ueU\ \\u\\R^M},

FM = {feF\ClfeUM} = a-\UM).

Then it may happen that there exist constants A=A(S, M) a = a(S, M) with

« e (0, 1] such that for//' e F

IQ/--Q/T ú A(\\f-f'\\°y(\\nf-cif'\\*y-°.

Then, if//' e FM, we have

||Q/-o/'||s ^ A-(2My-°(\\f-f'\\»y ¿ A*(\\f-f'\\°y.

Under these conditions we call the mapping O Holder continuously stable with

respect to the triple (F, U, S) and the constant M. A number of workers ([6], [7],
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[11], [12], [13], [14]) have given numerous examples of this type of stability and

physical justification for it. In our applications R=[0,T), <I> = {0} and

S=S(t0) = [0,t0)fort0e(0, T).

Theorem 2 (Stability). Let the operator families M() and N(-) satisfy the

hypotheses of Theorem 1, part C. Suppose u(-) satisfies (7) and <p e CH[0, 70; D) is

such that

(34) L9= M<pt-N<p-f(t,cp)

is defined. Let w = u — y and suppose T<co. Then there exist constants a^O, i= 1, 2,

3, 4, such that the function

F{t) =   f (w, Mw) ds + (T-t)(w, Mw)0 + ai(w, Mw)0 + a2\(w, Nw)0\

(35) j°

+ «3sup |/<P||2 + «4 C \\L9\\2 ds,        te [0,70
10.T) Jo

satisfies

(36) FF"-(F'f g  -k.FF'-k.F2        (' = djdt),

for some nonnegative computable kx and k2.

The useful consequence of (36) is the fact that any nonnegative F(t) which

satisfies (36) (and is therefore either always zero or never zero [2], [10]) satisfies

(37) Fit) S L[JF(0)]1-v(i)[F(r)r(1)

where, with kx and k2 as in (36),

(38) v(t) = (1 -exp (-AV))/(1 -exp (-k,T))

and

(39) L = exp[\k2\T2exp(\k1\T)].

Let us regard the constants a¡ as unknowns for the moment. Any such F(t) may

be written in the form

(40) Fit) =  { (w, Mw)ds + (T-t)(w, Mw)0 + P2 =  Í (w, Mw) + g2
Jo Jo

where P2 and Q2 are data terms. We shall simply treat P2 as an unknown and see

how we are led to define it in order that F(t) satisfy (36). We have

C d
F'(t) = (w, Mw) — (w, Mw)o =      -j- (w, Mw) ds

= 2      Re (w, Mws) ds+     (w, M'w) ds.
Jo Jo

From Mut = Nu +f(t, u) and (34) we see that

(42) Mwt = Nw+f*-L<p
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where/* =f(t, u)—f(t, <p). Therefore

F'(t) = 2 [ (w,Nw)ds+  f (w, M'w)ds + 2 [ Re[(w,f*)-(w,L9)]ds.
Jo Jo Jo

Thus F" exists and, using C-4,

F"(t) = 4 f Re (ws, Nw) ds + 2¡ f (w, N'w) ds + (w, Nw)0\

+ (w, M'w) + 2 Re [(w,f*)-(w, Lcp)],

since

f d
(w, Nw) = (w, Nw)0 +     -r (w, Nw) ds.

Solving (42) for Nw, substituting this in the above equation and writing

F"(t) = 4 £ (ws, Mws) ds+Q*(t)

where

Q*(t) = 2 f (w, N'w)ds + (w, M'w) + 2[Re (w,f*)-Re (w, L<p)]

+ 4 £ Re [(ws, L9)-(ws,f*)] ds + 2(w, Nw)0

we obtain

r*
FF"-(F')2 = 4S2 + 4g2     (ws,Mws)ds+Q*F

(43) - J4 f Re (w, Mws) ds f (w, M'w) ds+(( (w, M'w) ds\ j>

= 4S2 + 4g2 f (ws,Mws)ds+Q*F-R*,
Jo

where S2 has the same definition as used in the proof of Theorem 1, part D. (Here

w* = wt as N2 = N3 = 0.) We now try to find lower bounds for the terms Q*Fand — R*

of the form — kxSF— k2FF' — k3F2. This will force us to choose P2 of the above form.

We need the following elementary inequalities for whose verification one needs only

C-3 and Schwarz's inequality :

(44) Í (w, Mw) ds = F-Q2 ^ F-P2 á F ;

(45) IF'I S (w, Mw) + (w, Mw)0 è F' + 2(w, Mw)0;

at />t \l/a       r il ft 12-11/2
(w,Mw)ds\   (ws,Mws)ds\      g Ls^ + Jt"-     (w, M'w) ds\

(46) S kxS + k2\F'\+k3 f (w, Mw) ds

á kiS+kzF+kgF' + k^w, Mw)0-k5Q2.
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Here the //s are nonnegative computable constants. Using these we see, after a

short calculation, that

(47) \R*\ < kiFS+k2F2 + k3FF' + ki(w,Mw)0F-k5Q2F.

We now take up the more difficult problem of finding bounds for Q* of the

desired form. From C-5, Nw= Mwt—f*+Lq> and Schwarz's inequality there are

constants k^O such that

- f (w, N'w) ds S kj f (w, Mw) ds f (w„ Mws) ds)     +k2 f  |(w, L<p)\ ds
Jo \Jo Jo 1 Jo

+ k3 f (w,Mw)ds + ki {  \(w,f*)\ds.
Jo Jo

Now since j'0 (w, Mw) ds is monotone increasing, C-2 and C-3 hold, ||/*|| satisfies

||/* || f^a(t, w) and \ab\ ^a2 + b2, we see that there are constants /r¡^0 such that

'|(w, M'w)|

|Re(w,/*)|

max<| f (ws,f*)ds
I Jo

f l(w,y*)| ds

It is clear that for some nonnegative &¡'s

|2Re(w, L<p)\

\^\(w,L<p)\ds

(rt \i/2>

(w, Mw)      (w, Mw) ds\

)> è max <¿ k3( I   (w, Mw) ds J   (ws, Mws) ds\

ki     (w, Mw) ds

^ k5(w, Mw) + k6     (w, Mw) ds
Jo

kAx   (w,Mw)dsx\   (ws, Mws) ds\

max > < &i(w, Mw) + k2      (w, Mw) ds

+ /r3sup||Ly||2 + /:4 f ||Z.<p||2 ds.
10.T) Jo

Also (w, Mw)^F' + (w, Mw)0. Combining these last four estimates in the definition

of Q* and using (45), (46) and (47) we find that there exist computable constants

ÂTi^Osuch that

(48)

-Q* è k^+^F+kaF' + A'4(w, Mw)0 + /c5|(w, 7Vw)0|

+ k6sup \\Lcp\\2 + k, f \\L<p\\2ds-kaQ2 + 4 f Re (ws, L<p) ds.
10.T) Jo Jo

Now for the tricky part. If we combine (47) and (48) with (43) we obtain for
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some computable, nonnegative k¡

FF"-(F')2 ä 4S2 + 4Ô2 f (w„ Mws)ds-4F f Re (ws, L<p) ds
Jo Jo

(49) +k1[()2-k2(w, Mw)0-k3\(w,Nw)0\

-À^supIlLyu2 -k5 F ¡Ly^dsh
tO.T) Jo J

-k6FS-knFF'-keF2.

It is the estimate of the third term on the right of (49) which must be handled

delicately. First we choose the quantity P2 so that Q2=P2 + (T—t)(w, Mw)0 exceeds

k2(w, Mw)0 + k3\(w, Nw)Q\ +kt sup ||L<p||2-r-A:5 f   \\L<p\\2 ds.
10,T) Jo

That is, we choose the a¡ in (35) so that a¡>ki + 1for i=l, 2, 3, 4. Then we see that

there exist nonnegative constants k, k' such that JJ ||L9?|j2 ds^kF, (w, Mw)Q^k'F.

The second of these allows us to conclude that there are computable k{ such that

(50) if (w,Mw)ds f (ws,Mws)ds\     S kxF+k2S + k3F'.

We see that for some computable kx
■

F f Re (ws, L9) ds- Q2 f (ws, Mws) ds
Jo Jo

è k,(F- g2)(£ (ws, Mws) ds £" ||L9||2 ds}1'*

+Q2[ki{i(w"Mws) ds r "l<?>"2 dr)i/2~r(ws'Mws) ds\

Applying the arithmetric geometric mean inequality \ab\ fíaa2¡2+ b2¡2a for a>0

with a such that ak1¡2= 1 to the first term in braces on the right of the above, we

obtain

F f Re (ws, Dp) ds-Q2 f (ws, Mws) ds
Jo Jo

^ ^i[( f (*". Mw) ds f (vvs, Mws) ds\    i f (w, Mw) ds f   \\Lcp\\2 dsY '

+ k2Q2^\\L9\\2ds.

From (50), J„ \\L<p\\2 ds ̂  kF and g2^Fwe obtain

(51) F f Re (ws, Up) ds-Q2 \ (ws, Mws) ds £ kxFS'+k2F2 + k3FF'
Jo Jo
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for some computable kt. Then, making use of (51) and the choice of the constants

a¡ in

çT
P2 = ai(w, Mw)0 + a2\(w, Nw)0\ +a3 sup ||L9||2-r-a4 ||£.9>||2 ds,

10.T) Jo

we see from (49) that for some computable kt

FF"-(F')2 fc 4S2-k1FS-k2FF'-k3F2

and thus that F satisfies (36) with the o¡¡ as above.

We remark that if we had defined P2 by

(52) P2 = ft(w, Mn0o + i3a||^M'||g+j83Sup ||L<p||2 + ^4 f ||L<p||2^
10.T) Jo

where ß^ett, /'= 1, 2, 3, 4, instead of as defined above, then

d(f) =  f (w,Mw)ds + (T-t)(w, Mw)0+P2
Jo

would also satisfy an inequality of the form (36)(2). Moreover, we see from the

identity

Re (w, L<p) = Re (w, L<p)0+     Re (ws, Lcp) ds+     Re (w, (Lcp)s) ds
Jo Jo

that we may replace the coefficient of ß3 by

YiV+ll+Yu f \\(L9)S\\2 ds
Jo

for some computable yx and y2. This will also necessitate some adjustment in the

coefficients ßu ß2 and ßt. We need only modify the preceding argument to the

extent that we must estimate

■t rt
af 'xF     (ws, L<p) ds - Q2 \   (ws,Mws)ds

Jo Jo

for a =1/2 instead of for a= 1 and observe that the bound for

12 Re (w,L9)|, £ \(w,L<p)\dsmax

must include terms of the form ||L<p||§, ¡Ta ||(L<p)s||2 ds and (w, Mw)0 in addition to

those previously given.

Corollary 1. 77¡e initial value problem for (7) under the hypotheses of Theorem

I, part C has at most one solution. (That is, Theorem 1, part C is true.)

(2) if FF"-(F'f S -k.FF'-k^F2, kuk2 ä 0 and F' g 0, and if G(t) = F(t) + K where

K^ Ois constant then GG"-(G'f ä -k^G'-k^G2.
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Proof. Let u and <p be solutions to (7) such that u(0) = <p(0) and let w = u — <p. Thus

L<p = 0 and vr(0) = 0. Thus F(t) (or Gt(/)) can be reduced to F(t)= f0 (w, Mw) ds and

still satisfies an inequality of the form (36) and, in addition, F(0) = 0. Thus F=0and

hence u = 9.

Corollary 2. Let 9^ and <p2 e C^fO, 7); /J). Then under the hypotheses of

Theorem 1-C, there exist nonnegative constants au a2, a3, a4, kr and k2 such that

¡•t i rT \ v<()

(53) (w, Mw) ds S k2Q2a-Ht»-1      (w, Mw) ds+Q2\

where 7<co, w = çp1— <p2, v(t) = (l— exp ( —^i/))/(l — exp ( — k{T)) and

(54) g2 = a-ifw, Mw)0 + a2\(w,Nw)0\+a3s\ip \Lq>1 -L<p2\\2 + a4        IILtpi -L<p2\\2 ds.
10,T) Jo

This result remains true (with possibly different a's) if we replace |(h>, Nw)0\

by II^HIo- Also analogous results hold under the hypotheses of A, B, D and E of

Theorem 1.

It follows from (53) and (54) when bpi=L(p2 = 0 with <D = {0}, R=[0, T),

S=S(t0) = [0, t0) for t0 e [0, 7) that solutions to (7) are Holder stable in the sense

of F. John [5]. The technical identifications have been carried out in [9, pp. 95, 96].

They follow quite readily from the fact that under C-2, for any t0 e [0, 7), yu y2 = 0

and w e C°([0, t0); D),

III w III t0 = |J ° (w, Mw) ds + yx(w, Mw)0 + y2\\Nw\\2\

isa norm on C°([0, t0); D).

IV. Examples. In this section we mention briefly a few initial boundary value

problems to which these results and the results of [10] can be applied. Throughout

this section B will denote a bounded region in Rm (real Euclidian m space),

H=L2(B) and x = (xx,..., xm) e Rm. The boundary, dB, of B is assumed smooth

enough to permit applications of Stake's Theorem. The outward normal to dB

is denoted by n = (nu ..., nm). We shall also write dB = Sr u S2 where Si n S2= 0

and Si and S2 are smooth or piecewise smooth submanifolds of dB. Summation

over repeated Latin indices is to be understood. In order to prevent unnecessary

confusion we shall denote by u,¡ the derivative du/dx¡. Thus for example atJ

= doi/dxj while au is the ijth entry of a matrix.

As our first example consider the equation

u,t+ [a„(x, t)u,lt]„ = [b^x, í)M,|],y+/(x, t, u)+ I   g(x, t, T, u) dr

in Bx [0, 7). The functions/and g are assumed to be continuous in their first two

and three arguments respectively and uniformly Lipschitz in their last argument.
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We assume

(i) aij=p.bij on S2 x [0, T) for some constant /¿#0.

(ii) avia, á 0, V (jc, î) e B x [0, T) and \ e Rm.

(iii) 3 constants S, y with y ̂  0 s (Z\/it - 3^,. + yfl0)f ,1, ̂  0, V (jc, t) e B x [0, T) and
TE,eRm.

(iv) The matrices (%), (Z>¡0 are symmetric throughout B x [0, 71).

For initial and boundary conditions, we take

I.C.    u(x, 0) prescribed on B,

B.C.    u = 0 on S x [0, T),   atjnjU,t ( = p.bunju,i) = 0 on S2x [0, T).

It then follows from Theorem 2 and its first corollary that this problem has at most

one solution (even with nonhomogeneous boundary data) and that the solution is

stable in the sense of F. John [5] with respect to the initial data.

In [3], the authors considered a special case of this equation, namely, for

A = d2/dx2 + d2/dy2 + 82/dz2,

cu,t + kAu = ca/\u,t + r(x, t).

Here k, c and a are constants, c^0 and r is a given function. If c and ca have

opposite signs then we may simply further specialize the example to this case. If,

however, c and ca have the same sign, as for instance in the equation

u,t + u>xxt = u,xx which was considered in [4], then we must modify the example

above to the following extent: We assume that

(i) (fly) is independent of f (for simplicity).

(ii) 3 A>0 such that, V (x, t) e Bx [0, T), \ e Rm, ¿«j¿& £ A£,f(.

(iii) /and g are independent of u.

(iv) aij = pbij on S2 x [0, T) for some constant /x^0.

(v) The entries of (bij¡t) are uniformly bounded.

Then the initial boundary value problem for the above equation as prescribed above

has at most one solution by part A of Theorem 1.

If instead of (iii) in the first set of assumptions above, we assume that there is a

constant A<0 such that Oy&ijá*&& for all (x, t) e Bx [0, T) and \ e Rn then we

can allow/and g to be jointly Lipschitz in both u and grad u. We can allow (aif) to

depend upon t in this case if we have (au_t) uniformly bounded in Bx[0,T).

Moreover, if fly = 0 then it is not necessary to assume that (i) in the first set of

hypotheses holds. We can then take for our boundary conditions

u prescribed on Sx x [0, T),   n^u,, prescribed on S2 x [0, T).

Thus we are able to dispense simultaneously with the question of uniqueness for

both the forward and backward heat equations with mixed boundary conditions.

As another example consider the equation

rt

- Aw,( = pA2u+f(x, t, u, Vw) +     g(x, t, t, u, Vu) dr
Jo
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in Bx [0, 7) for some constant p.. Then we see that if/and g are jointly uniformly

Lipschitz in their last two arguments, the following initial boundary value problem

for this equation has at most one solution :

I.C.    u(x, 0) prescribed on B,

B.C.    u, du/dn ( = «¡»,0 prescribed on dB x [0, T).

(In all of the preceding examples necessary boundedness conditions on the co-

efficients in the equations as well as on the derivatives of the coefficients are as-

sumed. Only the "essential" conditions are given.)

We include here some examples from the literature to which the result of [9] and

[10] concerning (1) and (2) can be applied. Although these examples more ap-

propriately should have been included in [10], we include them here in order to

prevent that paper from becoming excessively long.

In [10] the equation

P(x, t)u,u + (ait(x, t)u,itt),¡ = (b„(x, ?)w,i)>i+/(*> t, u, u,t, Vu, Vu,t)

+      g(x, t, T, . . .) dr
Jo

in Bx [0, T) together with the conditions

u(x, 0) u = 0 on Si x [0, 7),
I.C. prescribed on £x{0},       B.C.

u,t(x, 0) aiy«¡w,í = 0   on ^ x [0, T)

were discussed. The matrices (au) and (bif) were assumed to be Hermitian (A = Al)

and such that (au) = (bi}) on S2 x [0, 7). The essential conditions on the matrices in

order that there be at most one solution to the above initial boundary value problem

were

(i) 3 A > 0 such that, V (x, t) e B x [0, 7), %eRm,-au^,^ Aftf,,

(ii) 3 constants S, y with y 2:0 such that the matrix (biJyt— 8bif — yaif) is negative

semidefinite infix [0, 7).

It was also necessary in [10] to assume that there was a constant Aj >0 such that

P(x, r) = \i in Bx [0, 7), that dP/dt was uniformly bounded, and that/and g were

uniformly Lipschitz in their last four arguments. In the special case for which

(ßy) = 0 it is not necessary to assume (bu) = 0 on S^x [0, T). However then the

dependence of/ and g upon their last two arguments must be dropped. A special

case of this example, namely

u,tt = (btJu„)„+f(x, t, u, u,y)

with S2= 0 was considered in [14]. Earlier in [13], a further specialization, the

Chaplygin equation, u,yy + h(y)u,xx = 0 was discussed. In [14] another application

of these results, namely the initial boundary problem for the wave equation

(u,yy = u,ti — u,xx) in a space like direction was mentioned. As another example we
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include the initial boundary value problem for the equation

U,tt U,XX~rU,yy ",225

which is the simplest example of equations of the so called "ultra hyperbolic" type.

As a final example let us consider the vector equation

p(x)u,tl = (AnU^Xj

where u: Bx [0, T) -> Rk and the y43i's are m2 real kxk matrices depending only

upon xe B satisfying An = Ajhj, 1=1, 2,..., m. Here p(x) is a function bounded

below by a positive constant(3). The appropriate initial boundary value problem

for this system is

u(x, 0) u = 0 on 5e! x [0, T),
I.C. prescribed on B,       B.C.

u,t(x, 0) n¡Anu,¡ = 0   on S2 x [0, T).

For our Hilbert space H we take H=L2(B) x L2(B) x ■ ■ ■ xL2(B) (k factors) and

for our inner product (u, v) = 2f= i ¡B utVi dx. Now the uniqueness and stability

theorems of [10] apply directly to this problem since we have that M=p(x)I,

M' = 0, N=(d/dxj)(Ajl(x)8ldxl) and N' = 0 (' = d¡dt). If we take m = k = 3 then this

system reduces to the system of equations of linear elasticity which were discussed in

[7] and [8]. The results of [10] can be directly applied to this system to deduce the

results of [7] and [8].
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Added in proof. Theorem 1, part D can be reduced to Theorem 1, part E in the

special case for which M'=0andP = M"1/2 exists. Since Mis symmetric so is M_1

and thus P is as well. The change of variables v=P~1u reduces the equation

Mut = Nxu + N2u + N3u+f(t, u) to v^ÑiV + Ñ^ + Ñ^+Pf^, Pv) where Ñf=7W,P,

i=\, 2, 3. For some A>0 (x, M(t)x)^X(x, x) for all xe D and hence M"1 and P

are bounded operators. Therefore there exist constants hi and k2 such that

\\Pf(t,P(u-v))\\2 ^ k1\\u-v\\2 + k2 f ||M-t>||2 *.
Jo

Moreover

\(Px,NxPx)\ Ú |(x,/?ix)|+|||P|||2||x||2

:ámax(l, lllPlPXl^llllxll + Ixll2).

Thus   since    ||7V3jc||2^ ||| P ||| 2\N3Px\2,    Re (ÑlX, Ñ2x) = Re (M^N^Px, N2Px),

(3) Actually, in the linear problem here, it is enough to assume that p(x)>0 in B as re-

marked in [10]. If p(jt)SA>0, then nonlinear terms may be added of the form f(x, t, u, u,t)

where / is Lipschitz in its last two arguments jointly.
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P' = 0 and (x, Ñ[x) = (Px, N[Px), we can deduce E-4 from D-6. However, when M

depends upon / all sorts of problems arise. For example, the existence of M' may

not imply the existence of P'. Even when P' does exist we have Ñ' = P'NiP + PN1P'

+ PNÍP and we find ourselves faced with the difficult task of proving that there

exist nonnegative constants ku k2 such that

max{-(x,P'NiPx), -(x,PNiP'x)} £ kx\\x\\ \\Ñix\\+k2\\x\\2.

All we have to work with in order to prove this are the inequalities

(x,Mx) £ \(x,x)       (A>0)

and

|(*. M'y)\2 Ú P-(x, Mx)(y, My)

together with the equations

(M-1)' = -M~1M'M-1

and

(AT1)' = PP' + P'P

where P=M~112.
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